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group because, as observed by Max MUller,
1

IllUSt 1:horoughly know what "e compare."

"'\
\

IN1'RODUCTIO~

The purpose of this dissertation is to ",x.cine the

sicllarities and dissicllarities bet"een early Buddhisc and early

Christianity, in regard to the authority of the founders; the nature

of the co~nities; the understanding of discipline in the

respective communities.

Buddhism is discussed in Part I, Christianity in

Part II. ,A thorough examination of the topics listed above is

~, undertaken "ithin each

/ '
/ ~efore we 'coUfpare, we

'"In Par; III,'the early Buddhist and Christian communitiea are

"",

\

compared.' ~

, d Ii '~Ch Ofi thle firisht twho Pfarts

d

i: dividheditinto hthree chaPiters,

ea ng respect vey, v t t e Dun er s ~ut Dr y,'r eCOmmun ty

response to the founder and to his teachings, and the nature of
••di.cipline in the community. Emphasi. in both parts i. on the

"authority" of the founder in the views of the early Buddhist and

Christian disciples, and on how thil authority and the founder's

teaching. vere commemorated and followed by the member. of the

community, in relation to the goal of unity among the followers.

I
Cited in, J. Wach, The Comparative Study of Religionl,

Nov York, Columbia University Press, 1958, p. xi.
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To the discussion of Buddhisc is added a consideration of whether

the early co~~nity cor~tituted a church or an esoterical
2

coccunity. This topic is included only in the discussion of Bud-

dhisc because the early Buddhist co~~nity, unlike that of the

early Christians, consisted of both a conas~ic coccunlty and a

laity, and these oust be coopared. In addition, the subject of

the essence of the discipline which developed in respon3e to the

founder's leaching is discussed with regard to both the Buddhist

and Christian co~nities.

This cooparative study appears significant for several

reasons. The two religions being considered here are both great

world religions, which Mat%utsni called "the two IllOst sublime
3

religions mankind has ever had." A cooparstive study of theie

relIgions may permit follOlo/ers of each faith to learn from the

other. This may lead to a better general understanding of the

2 /~
S. Dut~ Early Buddhist'Honachism, Bochay, India, 1960,

p. 48, "Kern observers that Buddhism is properly a monastic
institution, and the laity is but accessory (Ibid., p. 72). Dr.
Archibald Scott finds the broadest distinction betveen the Christian
Church and the Buddhiat Church in the fact that the work of the
former lay outside the limits of the church. Of Buddhism, he says
"Its lay associates, hOlo/ever nUlllllrous, vere but the fringes of
religious communities. When, therefore, deterioration in the order •
set .in, rcfot"llll.tion of it by the people vas hopeless" (Buddhism and'
Christianity, p. 272).

3
F. Matzutani,. A Comparative Study of Buddhism and

Christianity, Tokyo, lb. Young East Association, 1957, p. i.
\
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religion of other peoples, and belp to avoid strife among peoples

of different religious faiths. As Parrinder wrote, "The

construction of a world-wide p.~ony is too great a task to be
. 4

undertaken except with religious faitb."

But in studies of tbis kind attention bas to be paid

to so~ething not sufficiently paid heed to so far. As Richard

Cord has observed:

Host of the atte~pts to co~are or contrast
Buddhisn and Christianity are unsatisfactory
because they tend to deal with doctrinal contexts,
without sufficient reference to their histbrical
and institutional contexts, and they usually do
not e~loy an established co~arative method of
anaiysis or cow.rnon terminology.S

As Card's comments indicate, most comparative studies to date have

b~en inadequate in their t.eatroent'of the historical and

institutional aspects. To fill this void has been one of the

obJectives of the present study. As Matzutani bas noted:

Usually, when two religions are compared, the
analysis is biased in favor of the writer's
own religion. He starts with preconceived
conclusions and his aim really is to defend and
uphold his own religion and thus disparage the
other. Such a comparison, however minutely it
may be treated, can never be called a scholarly

4
G. Parrinder, Comparative Religion, London, George Allen

& Unwin Ltd., 1962, p. 118.

5
R.A. Gard, "Buddhism", A Reader's Guide to the Great

Religions, ed., Cbarles Adams, New York, The Free Pres., 1965,
p. 90.
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6
\lork.

One of the purposes of the present study, therefore, has been

to bring a cOre objective approach to the cocparison of Buddhisc

and Christianity.

Parts I and II contribute some new inform3tion and

interpretations concerned \lith topics \lhich thecselves have been

the subjecLs of considerable debate, e.g., the problel"" of

Buddha's authority,· the nnity of saobha, the unity of the Church,

and the nature of discipline in each coocunity. In Buddhism, it is

generally believed that dharma, not Buddha, \las the basis of

authority (see Part I, Chapter I). In Christianity the authority

of Christ has generally been accepted, but the pres~udy

seeks to introduce some new points into the discussion. Many

scholars have denied the existence of unity in the early Buddhist

community and have, instead; emphasized individuality, but the unity
c

ot samgha is as much stressed in this study ~see Part II, Chapter 110.

There is no dearth of books about these issues in Christianity, and

theories regarding Christ as the source of both disunity and

unity "have been much debated among scholars. In these studies the

nature and role discipline does not appear to have been ad~uately

discussed in relation either to Buddhism or to Christianity. Bence

its emphasis in this dissertation.

6
Matzutani, op. cit., p. i.
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Finally, a study of the si~ilarities and differences

of these two great religions in oatters pertaining to authority,

c~nity, and discipline ~ not only contribute to an under- .

standing of these topics the~selves, but ~~~ also help to explain

the vitality and strengths of these religion~ and provide'

partial explanation of their success as world religions.

The chree tOpics discussed in this dissertation 

authority, co~unity, and discipline - are all essential

aspects of each religion, and are inseparably related to one

another. In both, co~unity and discipline appear to be

grounded in the authority of the founders. Discipline, for

example, must of necessity follow socc basis of authority~

Therefore, tho authority of the founder DUst be considered. Because

discipline 1s practised by the CDnmunity, the nature of the coo

munity must be investigated. There could be no purpose of

discipline without the community and its founder. Without the

founder, the cODmunity and its discipline would not have come into

being. Therefore, early Buddhism had the three jewels - Buddha,

dharma (vinaya), and sa';{\ha - which were understood both 1n.,a

particular and in an interrelated unitary aense. Likewise, in

early Christianity one finds an inseparable unity between Christ,

~ the Church, and the under. tanding of the teaching, and the discipline.

Further, Christ and the Church are regarded as one as tho body of

Christ.

The reason that the Buddhiat discipline rather than dharma

1x



·~ tDtD is discussed in this dissertation is that dDctrinal aspects
7

have already been extensively discussed by Dther authors. The

pri~~ry purpDse Df the present authDr is tD cDnsider the mDre

practical aspects. This is in keeping ~ith an DbservatiDn oade

by E. O. Ja::>cs: " •.• the I:lIlin interest and purpDse Df the

discipline have been the oaintenance of sDciety, the ~ell being

of t:l.:lnkind and the cDntinuance Df the· natural Drder as t;,ey exist
8

here and now." The discipline ~as central tD the ~hDle Buddhist

understanding - an understanding ~hich ~as focused Dn the
\

'~bjective of the nttaincent ~isdDm thrDugh moral discipline. In

Christianity, Hatthew's GDspel and Paul's letters indicate that

mDral teachings as discipline in Christ were a very important part
!

of the Christian communal lUfe. In the respective religions bDth

discipline and doctrine had ~oteriological significance related to

the authDrity· of the founder and to tbe I:lIlintenance of unity among

his followers. However, in the present study doctrinal matters are

given only secondary consideration.

In order to describe and discuss comparative patterns in

each of the early communities, the author considers the .elf-

under.tanding of the disciples, rather than relying on a historical-

institutional approach. Such consideration of the self-understanding

of the member. of each community provides an objective basis for the

7
Cf. Dutt, Early Buddhi.t Honachism, Bombay, 1960. pp. 6-9.

8
£.0. Jame., Comparative Relision, New York, Barne. &

Noble, 1938 (reprinted 196~. p. 305.
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discussion of these co~nities which could not be obtained by

considering then strictly fr~ a modern viewpoint. Therefore,

original texts have been used as the primary sources of

"infornation. More recent works serve only a suppleoentary function.

Such topics as the influence of either of these two religions

upon the other, or syncretism as the basis of both religions, or

the superiority of one over the other are not within the scope

of the present study.

Important sources of information on early Buddhism

which have been used in this study are:

The Tripi~akas in translation: Vinaya Pitaka (Books of
r

Discipline); Sutta pltaka: DT~ha-Nikaya (Dialogues of the Buddha);

Mallhlr.>a Nikaya (Further Dialogues.of the Buddha); Sa;'yutta

Nlkaya (Book of the Kindred Saylngs~; Anguttara-Nikaya (Book of

the Gradual Sayings); Dhammapada (A Collection of Verses);

Sutta-Nipat (A Colleetion of Discourses); Theragatha (Psalms of

the Early Buddhists), and also Chinese translation of the original

texts, namely: Ssu Fen Lu; Shih Sung Lu; Me Keh Sung Chlh Lu

(Mah&sanghlka-Vi~ya); T~ Chih Tu Lun; Chung A Ran Ching;

Tza A lIan Ching; Tseng-yi A lIan'Ching; Shan-Chien-Pi-P'o-Sha (A

Chinese Version by Sanghabhadra of Samantapis&diki'> •

.
Secondary selective sources include S.Dutt, Early Buddhist

Honachlsm; E. J. Thomaa, Buddha, The lIistory of Buddhist Thought;

H. Oldenberg, Buddha; H. ~rn,Manual of Indian Buddhism. The fol

loving Japanese vorlta are conddered: H. Ui, Indo Tetsugaltu ien!Cyu .

.'

/
\
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fA Study in Indian Philosophy), Vol. 4; Watsuji, Genshi Bukkyo nO

Jissen Tetsugaku l Practical Philosophies in Primitive Buddhism);

H.. ~to, Genshi Bukkyo Kyodan no Kenkyu CA' Study of the Early

Buddhist Order in the vinya pitaka); A. Hirakawa, Ritsu no Kenkyu

(. A StudX_of the vinaya pitaka); K. Tsukamoto ShaH Bukkyo 'Kyodanshi

no Kenkyu (A History of the Early Buddhist Order); K. Hayajima,

Shoki Bukkyo toShakai Seikatsu ( Early Buddhism and Social Life];

B. Nakacura Genshi Bukkyo no Seiritsu {The Formation of Early·

Buddhism)•

'The 8t~dy of Christianity has been based primarily upon

. the New Testament, especially on Paul's letters, the Synoptic

Gospels,~ - important original sources. Later \lorks

consulted include: R. Williams, Authority in the Apostolic Age;

J. McKenzie, Authority in the Church; P. Benit,The Passion and

Res8urrection of Jesus Christ; A. Schlatter, The Church in the

New Testament Period; G. Bornltsmm, Jesus of Nazareth; J. Wei8s,
,.

Earliest Christianity; R.P.Martin, carmen Chri8ti; J. Jeremias,

New Testament Theology Part I; D. L. Dungan, The saying of Jesus

in the Churches of Paul; J. G. Davies, The~:Early Christian Church.
I

Comparative studie8 of religions vb~ch have heen consulted

during thi8 study include:. J. Wach. The Comparative Study of

',.- ReUgions; EdlllU"'!8 and Aneaaki, Buddhist and Chri8tian G08pels;

T. Sterling Berry, Christianity and Buddhism; Winston L. ~ing,

Buddhi8m and'Christianity; Nakamura, Hikaku Shi!ho Ron (A Study

of CO!!p!rative Thought); B. D. ~taer. Han lf\ Buddhism and

xU
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Christianity; R. Garbe, India and Christianity; Archibald Scott,

Buddhism and Christianity; etc.
I
~st studies of early Buddhism have relied almost

exclusively on Pali texts. The use of Chinese translations of

texts not"available in Pali, and the use of important Japanese

studies of early Buddhism not available in English provide a

balanced perspective of the available material on the aspects of

Buddhism "hich are the concern ofthis'"thesis. Many previous

studies have lacked such a balance.

In conclusion I "ould like to make a fev r~marks to

explain the form used in citing non-English references, the in-

text use of non-English terms, and, finally, my understanding of

the scope and significance of some difficult English terID3 "hich

are central to this thesis.

All of the translations of Chinese and Japanese source

material are my ovn and I must assume full responsibility for them.

For the convenience of the readers I have transliterated the Chinese
,

and Japanese characters into Roman script throughout ~a footnotes.

Following the transliteration I have included ~ translation of it

enctoaed in square brackets. Tbe full form, with the Chinese or
/"

Japanese characters, is given in the bibliography.

I have used translated versions of the SAnskrit and
•

/j
, I

Pali '

texts. In the citations as vell as in the bibliography the citations

follow the form used by the translator; in all case. the sanskrit or

xUi



title enclosed in round bracket~.

"Pali are given in Ro~ script followed by the translation of the

I~ the Sansk~t and Pali translations themselves two form

(1) depending on the text and the translatorprolllems occur:

some key terms which are not translated into English are used

variously in their Sans~it or Pali form, or in both forms, i.e.,

Sanskrit "dhan"'l" and Pii1:l.--"dharrrna". In my citation of the

material I have not altered the translator's form. In the text of
Y,

the thesis I have foll~ed the Sansk:it forms, and where I thought it

might serve as a convenience to the reader I have included the Pali

form in round brackets. (2) It is becoming increasingly common

in "popularized" works on Indian Religion to capitalh:e certain

key Sansk;it or Pali terms (i.e., Dharma/Dhamma) and to overlook

the academic rule that non-English terms be italicized or under-
"

lined. The general rule which iJl used as a guideline to capitalhation

in the English language - that the particular usc of a term is

capitalized, while its general use is not -" does not apply to

Sanskrit for two reasona: (i) the devanagri acript docs not have

capitalized forms, so, to include them in the Romanized form of the

script is artificial, and (ii) those terms which one finda

capitalized most often Are the very terms which have such a fullness

of meaning that it is often superficial to attempt to designate between

the "particular" and "general." Because of thia I have used the

Sanskrit in the small case and underlined an sanskrit and PaU

terma; proper names are the only exception to this rule.
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